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Visual Studio 2019 version 16.1 is the first servicing baseline of the next released version, version
17.0, which will enter the extended support period. Enterprise and Professional customers needing to

adopt a long term stable and secure development environment are encouraged to standardize on
this version. As explained in more detail in our lifecycle and support policy, version 16.1 will be

supported with security updates through July 2029, which is the remainder of the Visual Studio 2019
product lifecycle. Visual Studio 2019 version 17.1 is the second servicing baseline of the next
released version, version 18.0, which will enter the extended support period. Enterprise and

Professional customers needing to adopt a long term stable and secure development environment
are encouraged to standardize on this version. As explained in more detail in our lifecycle and

support policy, version 17.1 will be supported with security updates through July 2029, which is the
remainder of the Visual Studio 2019 product lifecycle. Visual Studio 2019 version 18.3 is the third

servicing baseline of the next released version, version 19.1, which will enter the extended support
period. Enterprise and Professional customers needing to adopt a long term stable and secure
development environment are encouraged to standardize on this version. As explained in more
detail in our lifecycle and support policy, version 18.3 will be supported with security updates

through April 2029, which is the remainder of the Visual Studio 2019 product lifecycle. Visual Studio
2019 version 19.2 is the fourth servicing baseline of the next released version, version 19.3, which
will enter the extended support period. Enterprise and Professional customers needing to adopt a

long term stable and secure development environment are encouraged to standardize on this
version. As explained in more detail in our lifecycle and support policy, version 19.2 will be

supported with security updates through July 2029, which is the remainder of the Visual Studio 2019
product lifecycle.
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to make it easier to integrate modern tools and techniques, we want to make it easier to use them.
for example, there is the ability to create custom controls that follow a design language, which is
what is done for most xamarin.forms controls. or, there are many ways to leverage the power of
the.net standard library in your visual basic code. we are also planning on adding some editor

support features to help visual basic developers. these are features such as the ability to collapse
and expand sections of code. other features include being able to quickly find symbols in the code
editor. therefore, we are planning on adding language support for the visual basic language. this is

similar to the visual c# support you see today. we will also be adding the ability for visual basic
developers to add their own built-in language features and constructs. this is similar to how c#

developers can do this today. we are planning on adding the ability for visual basic developers to
create projects based on design time concepts. this will make it easier for them to create user

interfaces and style code from a designer. and, as we continue to work on the new visual studio for
mac, we want to make it easier for developers to migrate their existing visual basic projects over to
the mac. we will also be adding support for generating.net native code on mac and linux based on

existing projects. the final step is to set a visualstudioinstallation reg_sz key in the
hkey_local_machine\software\wow6432node\microsoft\microsoft visual studio key with the value set

to a path to the visual studio installer. 5ec8ef588b
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